PEER MENTOR PROGRAM FOR AUTISTIC STUDENTS

CONNECT 2 Achieve: Peer Mentoring Program

Connect 2 Achieve is a peer mentor program for IUPUI students who self-identify with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). This program creates opportunities for social connections for Autistic students to improve student experiences on campus. Mentors and mentees typically meet monthly to connect and develop meaningful and supportive relationships. The mentor should be willing to share advice and lessons learned with any new IUPUI student who also is Autistic. [Apply Here]

https://forms.gle/uM8LABJD8cXKGW9K9

Apply Now!
Want to be a leader and support Autistic students on campus?
Are you interested in becoming better acquainted with IUPUI?
Are you looking to develop social connections among your peers?

Apply at the link below!

HAVE QUESTIONS? E-MAIL: NPALBERT@IU.EDU